Lifecycle Asset Management
with Sunflower Solutions
Managing the full asset lifecycle is a complex process.
Effective management, control and use of property brings
many challenges. Sunflower asset management solutions
support the full asset lifecycle process, while enabling
program and mission success.
Asset managers are required to maintain accountability in environments
that challenge them daily with decentralized receiving, changing
regulations, multiple acquisition methods, advances in technology, variable
demand, business unit reorganizations, and the transfer and deployment of
large quantities of assets to the field.
Sunflower solutions simplify asset management by providing software tools
and business solutions to increase accountability and comply with
regulations as an outcome of everyday tasks. These premier software
solutions track physical and financial accountability for all assets, from
acquisition through disposal. These web-based lifecycle asset management
solutions are designed to address local as well as global asset
management challenges for federal agencies, commercial organizations,
universities, research laboratories and state and local governments.
SUNFLOWER ASSETS
Sunflower Assets, the core solution in the Sunflower portfolio, enables
property managers to monitor, control and account for all
property types and all property transactions.
Sunflower provides web-based forms and
integrated mobile solutions for receiving, life
cycle transactions, physical inventory,
shipping and excess management, in order to
simplify property processes and enable
compliance as an outcome of everyday asset
management tasks.
All types and classifications of property, including
personal and real property, material, capital,
sensitive, IT assets, vehicles, weapons, scientific equipment, uniforms,
parts, tools and more, can be managed within Sunflower Assets.
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SUNFLOWER SOLUTIONS
BENEFITS
















Physical and financial accountability
Access via web and handheld devices
Built for integration with other systems
Accounts for all property classifications
Increased asset utilization
Reduced costs
Auditable financial information
Compliance with internal, external and
federal regulations
Support for internal controls audit (SOX
and A-123)
Access asset information anywhere
Improved data and analytics for planning
and decision making
Integrated enterprise systems
Standardized business processes
View and edit data in the field on
handheld devices
Optimize the use and deployment of
property throughout the organization,
while maintaining strict accountability of
assets

SUNFLOWER SUPPORT OF THE ASSET LIFECYCLE
The Sunflower Assets solution supports program and mission success
through effective and efficent lifecycle asset management solutions. All
required data elements for government property items are at your fingertips.

ABOUT CGI
Founded in 1976, CGI is among the largest
IT and business consulting services firms in
the world. Operating across the globe, CGI
delivers end-to-end capabilities, from
strategic IT and business consulting to
systems integration, managed IT and
business process services and intellectual
property solutions, helping clients achieve
their goals, including becoming customercentric digital enterprises.
In the asset management market, CGI
provides a broad portfolio of solutions that
manage the asset lifecycle to help clients
achieve total asset visibility, improve
decision-making, accountability and
regulatory compliance.



History: Review a perpetual history record of every transaction for
each asset. Auditable summary and detail level information
displayed with a username and time stamp for each transaction.



Reporting: Report on current asset information, look back at a
single point in time or trend the changes to your assets over time.



Financial Information: Complete and auditable history of financial
events (capitalization, value increases or decreases, depreciation
and write-off) from obligation of funds through asset disposal.

For more information about lifecycle asset
management solutions, email us at
sunflower@cgifederal.com.

TAKE CONTROL OF ASSET MANAGEMENT TASKS


Manage physical and financial accountability in Sunflower
Assets®—a single web-based system that makes property activity
easy to record, simple to retrieve, accessible from anywhere and
completely auditable.



Use Sunflower mobile solutions for asset receiving, physical
inventory and excess management to simplify enterprise asset
management processes by bringing your asset data to a handheld
device.



Provide insight into key performance metrics for self-assessment
and operational decision making with Sunflower reporting.



Track assets in real-time and automate location and status updates
without user intervention with Sunflower RFID solutions. Utilize
asset mapping and floor plans to record the location of assets
within a structure.



Operate confidently when managing additional asset lifecycle
processes, including maintenance, shipping, kitting, configuration
and more.
For more information about CGI, visit
cgi.com, or email us at info@cgi.com.
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